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ABSTRACT
Slide-based video is a popular format of online lecture videos. Lecture slides and narrations are complementary: while slides visually
convey the main points of the lecture, narrations add detailed explanations to each item in the slide. We define a pair of slide item
and the relevant sentence in the narration as a reference. In order
to explore the design space of reference-based interaction techniques, we present DynamicSlide, a video processing system that
automatically extracts references from slide-based lecture videos
and a video player leveraging these references. Through participatory design workshops, we elicited useful interaction techniques
specifically for slide-based lecture videos. Among these ideas, we
selected and implemented three reference-based techniques: emphasizing the current item in the slide that is being explained, enabling
item-based navigation, and enabling item-based note-taking. We
also built a pipeline for automatically identifying references, and
it shows 79% accuracy for finding 141 references in five videos
from four different authors. Results from a user study suggest that
DynamicSlide’s features improve the learner’s video browsing and
navigation experience.
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INTRODUCTION

Lecture videos play a crucial role in today’s online learning. Major Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) providers, commercial
educational platforms, and individual instructors use videos as
their primary course material. There are diverse styles of lecture
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videos, such as screencasts, Khan Academy-style, classroom recordings, slide-based lectures, and blackboard-style [7]. Among these,
slide-based lectures are widely used for their familiarity, abundant
pre-existing materials [31], and ease of sharing with students.
Slides are designed to visually convey the lecture material, and
slide contents are closely related to the instructor’s verbal narration.
Slides and narrations complement each other: while slides provide
a visual, structured summary of the lecture, narrations usually
provide more detailed explanations on each topic represented in the
slide. For learners, understanding the relationship between the slide
contents and the accompanying narration is key to comprehending
the lecture. While both instructors and learners actively seek this
link between slides and narrations when authoring and watching
lecture videos, existing video players do not expose this information
in a way that supports the cognitively demanding task that both
encounter.
In this paper, we explore interaction techniques that expose and
leverage the relationship between slide contents and narrations to
improve the learner’s video watching experience. We refer to this
relationship as references. Specifically, we define a reference as a link
between a text item in the slide and the corresponding sentence
from the narration. References provide a discretized representation
of the video, which can be used to enable effective interactions,
such as non-linear navigation, content search, or editing. Through
a design workshop with learners, we explore the wide design space
of reference-based video interaction techniques, and select a set of
features to implement.
To assess the feasibility of these ideas, we built DynamicSlide,
a video processing system and a video player for slide-based lecture videos. Given an input lecture video, DynamicSlide extracts
the slides used in the lecture, detects the title and text segments
within each slide, and computes the correspondence between each
text segment and parts of the narration. With these references,
the DynamicSlide player automatically emphasizes the currently
explained text item in the slide, supports item-based navigation,
and enables efficient re-watching of video by allowing users to
bookmark items with links to the relevant parts of the video.
We evaluated the accuracy of our algorithmic pipeline by comparing automatically generated results against manually constructed
ground truth results. For each of the three stages in the pipeline,
slide boundary detection (Stage 1) shows 75% accuracy, text segmentation within slides (Stage 2) shows 67% accuracy, and text-to-script
alignment (Stage 3) correctly finds 79% of the references using
ground truth result of previous steps as the input data. In a preliminary user study, we observed how participants use DynamicSlide’s
features for interacting with lecture videos. We also investigated
participants’ preference for different methods of highlighting the

